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Summary

In this study, the influence of source term release parameters on the health

effects was examined. This is very useful in identifying the relative

importance of release parameters and can be an important factor in developing

a strategy for reducing offsite risks. The release parameters investigated in

this study are release height, heat content, fuel burnup, release time,

release duration, and warning time. The health effects affected by the change

of release parameters are early fatalities, cancer fatalities, early injuries,

cancer injuries, early fatality risk, population weighted early fatality risk,

population weighted cancer fatality risk, effective wholebody population dose,

population exceeding an early acute red bone marrow dose of 1.5 Sv, and

distance at which early fatalities are expected to occur.

As release height increases, the values of early health effects such as early

fatalities and injuries decrease. However, the release height does not have

significant influences on late health effects. The values of both early and

late health effects decrease as heat content increases. The increase of fuel

burnup, i.e., the increase of core inventories increases the late health

effects, however, has small influence on the early health effects. But, the

number of early injuries increases as the fuel burnup increases. The effects

of release time increase shows very similar influence on both the early and

late health effects. As the release time increases to 2 hours, the values of

health effects increase and then decrease rapidly. As release duration

increases, the values of late health effects increase slightly, however, the

in



values of early health effects decrease. As warning time increases to 2 hours,

the values of late health effects decrease and then shows no variation. The

number of early injuries decreases rapidly as the warning time increases to 2

hours. However, the number of early fatalities and the early fatality risk

increase as the warning time increases.
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Abstract
In this study, the influence of source term release parameters on the health effects was
examined. This is very useful in identifying the relative importance of release parameters and
can be an important factor in developing a strategy for reducing offsite risks. The release
parameters investigated in this study are release height, heat content, fuel burnup, release
time, release duration, and warning time. The health effects affected by the change of release
parameters are early fatalities, cancer fatalities, early injuries, cancer injuries, early fatality
risk, population weighted early fatality risk, population weighted cancer fatality risk, effective
wholebody population dose, population exceeding an early acute red bone marrow dose of 1.5
Sv, and distance at which early fatalities are expected to occur. As release height increases,
the values of early health effects such as early fatalities and injuries decrease. However, the
release height does not have significant influences on late health effects. The values of both
early and late health effects decrease as heat content increases. The increase fuel burnup, i.e.,
the increase of core inventories increases the late health effects, however, has small influence
on the early healtb/effects. But, the number of early injuries increases as the fuel burnup
increases. The effects of release time increase shows very similar influence on both the early
and late health effects. As the release time increases to 2 hours, the values of health effects
increase and then decrease rapidly. As release duration increases, the values of late health
effects increase slightly, however, .the values of early health effects decrease. As warning time
increases"to"2 hours, the values of late health effects decrease and then shows no variation.
The number of early injuries decreases rapidly as the warning time increases to 2 hours.
However, the number of early fatalities and the early fatality risk increase as the warning time
increases.
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